
THE INFLUENZA PANDEMIC OF 1918

This year marks the th anniversary of the influenza (flu) pandemic that swept the globe in what is still one of the
deadliest disease.

Long-term effects A study in the Journal of Political Economy found that "cohorts in utero during the
pandemic displayed reduced educational attainment, increased rates of physical disability, lower income,
lower socioeconomic status, and higher transfer payments compared with other birth cohorts. Particularly in
Europe, where the war's toll was high, the flu may not have had a tremendous psychological impact or may
have seemed an extension of the war's tragedies. One physician writes that patients with seemingly ordinary
influenza would rapidly "develop the most viscous type of pneumonia that has ever been seen" and later when
cyanosis appeared in the patients, "it is simply a struggle for air until they suffocate," Grist,  The animals
suffered rapidly progressive respiratory failure and death through a cytokine storm overreaction of the body's
immune system. Bodies pilled up as the massive deaths of the epidemic ensued. There were cases of deaths
from influenzaâ€”possibly a different strainâ€”as late as , but by the summer of health care policies and the
natural genetic mutation of the virus brought the epidemic to a close. India is believed to have suffered at least 
With the military patients coming home from the war with battle wounds and mustard gas burns, hospital
facilities and staff were taxed to the limit. View Images The Spanish flu did not strike in Australia until  Sykes
had been buried in in a lead coffin which scientists hoped had helped preserve the virus. The disease would
usually only affect a particular area for a month before leaving. The Great War, with its mass movements of
men in armies and aboard ships, probably aided in its rapid diffusion and attack. Known as "Spanish Flu" or
"La Grippe" the influenza of was a global disaster. This is a common occurrence with influenza viruses: there
is a tendency for pathogenic viruses to become less lethal with time, as the hosts of more dangerous strains
tend to die out [15] see also "Deadly Second Wave" , above. By the following decade, vaccine manufacturers
could routinely produce vaccines that would help control and prevent future pandemics. It was involved in
both military and civilian sectors to mobilize all forces to fight Spanish influenza Crosby,  Estimates on the
exact number of fatalities vary wildly, from 20 million to 50 million to million deaths. Fighting the Spanish
Flu When the flu hit, doctors and scientists were unsure what caused it or how to treat it. Meanwhile the new
sciences of the infectious agents and immunology were racing to come up with a vaccine or therapy to stop the
epidemics. They had accepted the limitations placed with rationing and drafting. Just as the war had effected
the course of influenza, influenza affected the war. Geoffrey Rice has found that Maori died at eight times the
rate of Pakeha. It spread following the path of its human carriers, along trade routes and shipping lines. The
shortage was further confounded by the added loss of physicians to the epidemic. Influenza is caused by a
virus that is transmitted from person to person through airborne respiratory secretions. Many of the dead ended
up in mass graves. The research was published in by a British team, led by virologist John Oxford. In
Australia, nearly 12, perished. The strong immune reactions of young adults were postulated to have ravaged
the body, whereas the weaker immune systems of children and middle-aged adults resulted in fewer deaths
among those groups. Humphries, of the Memorial University of Newfoundland in St. The responses of the
public health officials reflected the new allegiance to science and the wartime society. Return to the Top. The
medical and scientific communities had developed new theories and applied them to prevention, diagnostics
and treatment of the influenza patients.


